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A B S T R A C T   

Utilizing recycled fibers as reinforcement in cement-based matrices is an effective means of 
promoting waste recycling and adopting a circular economy approach in the construction in-
dustry. Within this framework, the recycling and potential reutilization of textile residues can 
improve the pre- and post-cracking performance of cement-based matrices intended for building 
components with up to intermediate structural responsibilities (i.e., panels and cladding elements 
for buildings). This research is focused on the mechanical and durability -through forced aging of 
dry-wet and freeze-thaw cycles- experimental characterization of laminated fabric-reinforced 
cementitious matrices (FRCMs) containing 4 and 6 nonwoven fabric layers obtained from end- 
of-life fire-protecting t-shirts. For this purpose, both direct and flexural tensile tests were con-
ducted to characterize the mechanical performance of the composite. The tests on the 6-fabric 
layers produced panels with Portland Cement (PC) matrix, after 28-day of curing, led to 
average values of the maximum tensile strength of 3.7 MPa with associated toughness index 
superior to 25 kJ/m2, and mean modulus of rupture of 11.6 MPa with a fracture energy index of 
4.3 kJ/m2. After dry-wet accelerated aging, the post-cracking performance of the developed 
composites decreased (on average, 40% in toughness and 11% in strength) due to fiber embrit-
tlement. To better understand the performance of aged composites, shredded fibers recovered 
from protective clothing (mainly consisting of meta-aramid fibers) were immersed in the binary 
matrix. Accordingly, the mechanical properties of the fibers after 5 and 10 cycles of dry-wet aging 
were studied. Based on the results, replacing partially PC by silica fume (between 30% and 50%) 
was seen as a sustainable alternative to improve the performance of the aged fibers by more than 
10%.   
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1. Introduction 

The building industry has the capacity (and challenge) to support in accomplishing sustainable development objectives and 
combating climate change since this industry accounts for more than 35% of carbon footprint, energy consumption, and waste gen-
eration [1]. To this end, it is essential to shift from the existing linear economic model to a circular economy approach emphasizing 
materials reuse and recycling [2]. Following this approach within the construction cycle, it is feasible to provide end-of-life compo-
nents with a second life, either as aggregates [3–5], mineral additions [6], or reinforcements [7,8]. 

During the last decades, there has been a growing interest in the research on fiber-reinforced cementitious (FRC) materials due to 
their benefits (i.e., cracking control, increasing the material’s energy absorption and tensile/flexural resistance) [9]. In this context, 
using short fibers derived from various natural or synthetic sources as reinforcement of cement-based composites has been extensively 
studied [10]. Among non-natural fibers, aramid fibers have emerged as a promising reinforcement option due to their excellent tensile 
strength and modulus, low density (up to 5 times higher strength/weight ratio than steel), as well as resistance to elevated temper-
atures and chemical degradation [11]. Several researchers have investigated the use of this fiber as an effective means to address the 
inherent brittleness and cracking tendency of cement-based composites. Among those, Morón et al. [12] reinforced recycled aggregate 
cement mortars with a 1% volume fraction (Vf) of 20 mm p-aramid fibers (Kevlar), reporting that the incorporation of dispersed aramid 
fibers improved the ultimate flexural resistance of plain recycled mortars by 10% while it had a negligible effect on the compressive 
strength. Further, the reinforced mortar showed up to 16% higher Modulus of Rupture (MOR) than the plain mortar (PM) after being 
subjected to the 25 freeze-thaw (FT) cycles. In another study, Curosu et al. [13] developed high-strength strain-hardening cementitious 
composites (SHCC) reinforced with temperature-resistant short p-aramid fibers (6 mm length and 12 μm diameter) by Vf of 2%. The 
results showed poor workability in aramid fiber-reinforced mortars in comparison to other composites (i.e., those reinforced with 
high-density polyethylene and high-modulus PBO fibers); however, the tensile performance of aramid composite, including first crack 
strength, also known as Bend Over Point (BOP), and Ultimate Tensile Strength (UTS) of 6.3 MPa and 9.4 MPa, respectively, as well as 
the compressive strength (fc) of 144.8 MPa, were superior. Nonetheless, studies on incorporating recycled aramid fibers derived from 
textile wastes (TW) in cementitious composites are still scarce. Tran et al. [14] examined the incorporation of recycled aramid fibers in 
PM and concluded that the mix design optimized with short 12 mm length fibers in a Vf of 0.3% could enhance several design-sensitive 
properties (i.e., compressive and flexural strengths and shrinkage) by showing strain-softening behavior, especially in the case of 
recycled p-aramid. In another research [15], it was reported that hybrid recycled TW fibers from Kevlar/Nomex (blend ratio of 1:1) 
with Vf of 0.3% enhances the mechanical properties (fc by 4.8% and MOR by 12%) of PM, while no significant effect was observed on 
the drying shrinkage. 

Apart from the short randomly distributed fibers, reinforcing the cementitious matrices with non-metallic textile structures is 
considered a feasible way to attain high-strength and lightweight composites [16]. This type of material, well-known as 
fabric-reinforced cementitious matrix (FRCM) or textile-reinforced mortar (TRM) -the former being used for homogeneity hereinafter, 
has gained increasing interest among researchers and practitioners for retrofitting or as a stand-alone lightweight, thin-walled element 
for structural/non-structural applications [17,18]. The fabrics differ in geometry, distribution, and fiber types. The commercially 
available textile reinforcements are typical woven/knitted open meshes or crossed yarn systems made up of high-strength synthetic 
textiles, including carbon [19], alkali-resistance (AR) glass [20], basalt [21], PBO or aramid [22] (fewer studies available on the 
latter). On the other hand, natural-based textiles have been recently promoted due to sustainability awareness. Generally, the textiles 
(either synthetic or vegetal) are composed of several yarns, and the yarns are composed of filaments. Proper matrix penetration within 
the fabric and the filaments is required in any type of FRCM. As only the external filaments (sleeve) may be in direct contact (anchored) 
with the matrix, the polymer or resin coating could be fully or partially applied over the textile to bind all the filaments (both sleeve 
and core), this leading to better filament anchorage with more uniform stress distribution [23,24]. Further, it was reported that this 
technique could reduce the deterioration of both vegetal and synthetic fibers in the matrix’s high alkalinity [25,26], as well as enhance 
the bond strength in the fabric-matrix interface by favoring tensile failure of the reinforcing textile rather than the textile slippage [27]. 
Nonetheless, it should be noted that using this coating treatment on natural-based fibers will negatively impact both the economic and 
environmental performances of this solution. For this reason, several authors have recently reported using mineral impregnation (e.g., 
nano-silica fillers) or graphene nanocomposite instead of polymers to overcome the challenges including sustainability, degradation at 
elevated temperatures, and limitation in drapability [28,29]. 

Nonwoven textile fabrics produced from vegetal or recycled fibers are seen as another promising sustainable reinforcement in 
FRCMs, mainly oriented for non-structural applications [30]. Porous and thin nonwoven fabrics could be produced with minimal labor 
requirements at a low cost from randomly distributed irregular fibers (short or long) entangled together through mechanical, chemical, 
or thermal processes [31]. Matrix penetrability into the nonwoven fabric mainly depends on the fabric’s structure and fabrication 
technique, both optimized in previous research [32,33]. Based on those results, the optimum fabric should have a 1–2 mm thickness 
and an areal weight between 140 and 250 g/m2. In nonwoven FRCM systems, the fabric is entirely immersed into the matrix and 
coated with the paste. Thus, fabric-to-matrix interlocking is distinct from the woven systems constituting internal and external fila-
ments, which may cause textile slippage (telescopic failure). In previous works [34–36], laminated FRCMs with 100% flax and hybrid 
nonwoven (65% recycled fashion textile waste fibers + 35% flax fibers) were produced. Those findings suggested that hybrid textile 
waste (HTW) composite could be a viable replacement for those counterparts composed of 100% vegetal fibers since the durability and 
sustainability characteristics were improved [37,38]. Indeed, recovering/recycling fibers from readily available waste sources, such as 
textile residues, could promote the circular economy model and reduce the costs and environmental impact of waste dumping [39]. 
The textile industry, as the fourth main contributor to greenhouse gas emissions and resource use, produces million tons of waste 
worldwide (e.g., more than ten million tons in Europe yearly), including both pre-consumer and post-consumer waste [40,41]. These 
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Table 1 
Data Summary of the uniaxial tensile properties of woven synthetic and vegetal FRCMs.  

Textile type (Vf or Wf if 
reported) 

Textile properties Matrix type (fc in 
MPa if reported) 

Tensile test set-up of composites Composite properties REF 

Ts 

[MPa] 
Es 

[GPa] 
Coupon 
size [mm] 

Gripping system UTS [MPa] BOP [MPa] E1 [GPa] ԑu 

[%] 
Failure 
mode 

Uni-directional dense 
aramid 

1265 137 PC mortar with 
short fibers; (10.0) 

500 × 100 
× 10 

Mechanical clamping 
with steel tabs; gage 
length of 340 mm 

1089 (per textile 
area); 25.0* (per 
composite area) 

170 (per textile 
area); 3.9* (per 
composite area) 

108 (per textile area)  1.9 A [22] 

Quadriaxial aramid 758 60 1354 (per textile 
area); 49.5* (per 
composite area) 

596 (per textile 
area); 21.8* (per 
composite area)  

1446 (per textile area) 1.6 B 

Bi-directional coated 
aramid–glass (warp 
direction) 

1829 101.5 Polymer-modified 
PC mortar; (22.8) 

600 × 50 
× 10 

Hydraulic clamping 
with FRP sheets 

1875 (per textile 
area) 

761 (per textile 
area) 

404 (per textile area)  1.7 C [45] 

100% aramid warp- 
knitted (Vf =1.3%) 

2370 55 Plain PC paste; 
(51.0) 

250× 30×

9 
Hydraulic clamping 
with metal tabs; gage 
length of 150 mm 

25.9 1.0 16.0  2.5 B [44] 

100% PP warp-knitted 
(Vf =3.1%) 

500 6.9 11.7 1.5  8.3 2.3 B 

Hybrid aramid-PP 
(50−50) warp- 
knitted (Vf =2.1%) 

2370 
and 500 

55 and 
6.9 

14.8 0.7  23.1 2.8 B 

100% AR glass warp- 
knitted (Vf =2.3%) 

1372 72 6.6 1.3  2.5 1.2 C 

100% aramid warp- 
knitted (Vf=1.9%) 

2367 55 Plain PC paste 250× 34×

8 
Clamping grip with 
metal tabs 

26.2 3.0* N.A.  4.3 D [46] 

100% PP warp-knitted 
(Vf=6.2%) 

223 7 9.25 1.0*  N.A. 8 D 

Hybrid aramid-PP 
(50−50) warp- 
knitted (Vf=2.6%) 

2367 
and 223 

55 and 
7 

25.75 4.0*  N.A. 4.1 D 

100% AR glass warp- 
knitted (Vf =1.1%) 

1591 78 18.11 1.5*  N.A. 1.5 C 

100% AR-glass coated bi- 
directional woven - 4 
layers (Vf =1.85%) 

1046 N.A 77% PC+ 13% FA+

10% SF; (104.0) 
500× 60 
× 10 

Clamping grip with 
aluminum tabs 

12.0 5.2 N.A.  0.8 C [47] 

100% E-glass coated bi- 
directional woven 
−4 layers (Vf 

=1.1%) 

1121 N.A 77% PC+ 13% FA+

10% SF; (104.0) 
12.3 5.0  N.A. 1.1 C 

Uni-directional glass - 1 
layer 

2900 71 NHL+ pozzolan+

carbonate filler; 
(15.0) 

300 × 60 
× 8 

Clamping grip with 
metal tabs 

5.5 1.8* 3.9  0.8 C [48] 

Bi-directional sisal 
woven −3 layers 
(Vf=4.7%) 

249 4.4 10.6 1.8*  4.2 7.9 D 

Bi-directional flax woven 
−3 layers (Vf=4%) 

292 3.8 12.8 2*  4.3 12.0 D 

Uni-directional long- 
aligned sisal 
(Vf=10%) 

400 19 50% PC+ 30% 
MK+ 20% calcined 
waste clay brick 

400× 50 
× 12 

Hydraulic clamping 
with aluminum tabs; 
gage length of 200 mm 

12.0 4.8 9.4  1.53 D [49] 

Bi-directional jute woven 
−5 layers 

67 4.8 50% CEM II + 40% 
MK + 10% FA 

450× 40 
× 12 

Clamping grip with 
steel tabs 

4.73 2.31 N.A.  3.1 N.A. [23] 

(continued on next page) 
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Table 1 (continued ) 

Textile type (Vf or Wf if 
reported) 

Textile properties Matrix type (fc in 
MPa if reported) 

Tensile test set-up of composites Composite properties REF 

Ts 

[MPa] 
Es 

[GPa] 
Coupon 
size [mm] 

Gripping system UTS [MPa] BOP [MPa] E1 [GPa] ԑu 

[%] 
Failure 
mode 

Coated bi-directional 
jute woven −5 layers 

81 3.9 6.94 1.86  N.A. 6.6 N.A. 

Bi-directional flax - 2 
layers 

331 12.5 NHL (9.5) 500× 60 
× ~8 

Clevis grip with 
aluminum tabs; gage 
length of 300 mm 

4.6 1.0 N.A.  6.3 C [50] 

Coated bi-directional 
flax - 2 layers 

266 12.4 4.4 0.7  N.A. 5.1 C 

Coated woven hemp - 2 
layers 

173.3 11.6 Cement based 
mortar (39.2) 

400× 50 
× ~20 

Clevis grip with steel 
plates; gage length of 
200 mm 

134.0 (per textile 
area); 5.3* (per 
composite area) 

3.27 5.1  2.3 A [24] 

Coated woven sisal - 2 
layers 

137.2 4.9 127.5 (per textile 
area); 5.1* (per 
composite area) 

2.78  6.4 2.7 C 

Notes: Vf or Wf: volume/weight fraction of fiber; Ts: tensile strength of textile; Es: elastic modulus of textile; fc: compressive strength of the matrix; PC: Portland cement; FA: fly ash; SF: silica fume; NHL: 
natural hydraulic lime; MK: metakaolin; UTS: ultimate tensile stress of composite; BOP: bend over point as cracking strength of matrix; E1: elastic modulus of the uncracked stage of composite; ԑu: failure 
strain capacity of composite; N.A.: Not available; *: estimated by us. 
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end-of-life textile products, recycled and reused less than 18% [42], could be valorized as internal reinforcement of cementitious 
composites. 

To further boost the circular economy, in this experimental study, new nonwoven fabrics produced from 100% recycled fibers 
derived from fire-protecting garments of firefighters (mainly consisting of meta-aramid fibers) were incorporated into PC matrices 
with reinforcement purposes. The performance of this multilayer FRCM was evaluated in unaged, dry-wet (DW) and freeze-thaw (FT) 
aged conditions through direct and flexural tensile tests. The obtained results from direct tension and 4-point bending tests were 
compared with their counterparts, mainly other nonwoven or vegetal woven fabrics, to adopt in real-life potential applications in 
construction. Further, the durability (through dry-wet accelerated aging) of these new short shredded recycled fibers immersed inside 
the PC matrix with various silica fume (SF) dosages was investigated, and accordingly, the tensile properties of the short fibers were 
evaluated. So far, a similar comprehensive experimental program on meta-aramid fibers recovered from used clothes as reinforcement 
in FRCMs is unavailable. Moreover, despite a few available comparative studies on the direct tensile performance of synthetic FRCMs 
[43], no comprehensive research compares the flexural and tensile behaviors of natural-based woven FRCMs with nonwoven ones. The 
outcomes and conclusions of this experimental research may pave the research on FRCM systems, specifically those containing 
recycled textile fibers. 

2. A brief review of recent studies on FRCMs 

To determine the realistic applications for the developed nonwoven FRCMs in the present study, the tensile and flexural design 
parameters of the typical FRCMs, including woven synthetic (aramid, polypropylene, glass) and plant-based (vegetable), obtained 
from several experimental programs reported in the literature, were listed in Table 1. While synthetic textile composites are mainly 
oriented for structural applications (retrofitting masonry/concrete elements), vegetable ones are seen as suitable for applications with 
low-to-medium structural responsibility (e.g., cladding panels, roofing tiles, pavements, strengthening of weak historical substrates, 
etc.). In this so-called sustainable type of FRCM with vegetal textiles, which generally have lower modulus/strength than those 
reinforced with synthetic fibers, the improvement of the composite toughness and ductility is the priority over the resistance. Indeed, 
the high-stiffness/resistance textiles may be unsuitable for some flexural-oriented applications as the load transfer mechanism to the 
stiff fibers may limit the resistant load capacity due to premature cracking or slippage [29,44]. Thus, low-stiffness and more sus-
tainable (i.e., affordable and eco-friendly) textiles are promoted mainly for flexural-based non-structural applications. 

Failure modes (Fig. 1): A: Matrix separation and debonding; B: Cracking of the matrix and textile slippage (mainly in the anchored zones); 
C: Tensile rupture of the textile (mainly in the central zone of the gauge length); D: Crack widening and Fiber pull-out. 

As can be observed in Table 1, the thickness of the tested FRCM specimens was 10 ± 2 mm, except for one study with 20 mm. Based 
on recommendations [17,55], thicknesses below 6 mm and superior to 30 mm should be avoided in direct tensile test. The width and 
length of the specimens gathered in Table 1 ranged between 30 and 100 mm and 250–600 mm, respectively. Likewise, according to the 
RILEM TC-232 recommendation [55], the length-to-width ratio of the specimens in the tensile test should be at least 5. The method to 
guarantee the adequate gripping of the end coupons (clevis articulation or hydraulic/mechanical clamping) and strain measurement 
(LVTDs, potentiometers, extensometer, digital image correlation, or machine crosshead) are described in [43,56]. It should be noted 
that the gripping system may affect the general tensile behavior, including stress distribution and failure mode [43]. As reported by 
John et al. [57], unrestricted rotations in all principal directions were permitted by the clevis grip to avoid the parasitic bending 

Fig. 1. Tensile failure modes of FRCMs: a) Matrix separation of aramid composite; b) Textile slippage of aramid composite; c) Tensile rupture of the 
aramid-glass composite; d) Tensile rupture of the glass composite; e) Fiber pull-out of flax woven composite; f) Fiber pull-out of flax-textile waste 
nonwoven composite (adapted from [22,34,45,48]). 
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Table 2 
Data Summary of the flexural properties of woven synthetic and vegetal FRCMs.  

Textile type (Vf or Wf if 
reported) 

Textile properties Matrix type (fc in MPa if reported) Flexural test set-up of composites Composite properties REF 

Ts [MPa] Es [GPa] 3PB/ 
4PB 

Coupon size 
[mm] 

Span length 
[mm] 

MOR 
[MPa] 

LOP 
[MPa] 

IGF [kJ/ 
m2] 

Du 

[mm] 
ԑF 

[%] 

100% aramid warp-knitted (Vf 

=1.3%) 
2370 55 Plain PC paste; (51.0) 3PB 250×30×9  220  46.9 5.9 15.1* 23.0 4.4* [44] 

100% PP warp-knitted (Vf 

=3.1%) 
500 6.9      12.2 3.0 7.7* 32.9 6.1* 

Hybrid aramid-PP (50−50) 
warp-knitted (Vf =2.1%) 

2370 and 
500  

55 and 6.9  44.3 5.1 20.3* 29.6 5.5* 

100% AR glass warp-knitted (Vf 

=2.3%) 
1372  72  17.0 2.3 1.8* 14.0 2.7* 

Bi-directional AR glass - 2 
layers 

875 65.9 30% PC+ 50% FA + 5% SF+15% LS (37.0) 4PB 410× 90 × 20  300  13.0 5.4 4.6* 8.0 2.5* [51] 

Uni-directional long-aligned 
sisal −5 layers (Vf=10%) 

400 19 50% PC + 30% MK + 20% calcined waste 
clay brick 

4PB 400× 50 × 12  300  25.1 9.3 22.1 30.0 5.6* [49] 

Bi-directional flax woven 
(Wf=3.2%) 

294.4 10.6 CEM II/B-M (39.1) 3PB 160× 40 × 40  100  6.5 5.6 7.8* N.A. N.A. [52]  
CEM II/B-M +30% MK (49.1) 12.3 7.6 15.1* N.A N.A. 

Uni-directional long-aligned 
sisal- 5 layers (Vf=10%) 

557 19 50%PC + 30% MK + 20% calcined waste 
clay brick (65.0) 

4PB 400× 100×

12  
300  17.8 6.2 21.7 50.0 9.4* [53]  

100% PC 19.3 5.3 22.5 50.0 9.4* 

Notes: LS: limestone filler; 3PB or 4PB: 3 or 4-point bending tests; MOR: Modulus of Rupture; LOP: Limit of Proportionality as cracking strength of matrix; IGF: flexural toughness or energy absorption 
index; Du: failure deflection capacity; ԑF: failure flexural strain capacity calculated based on ASTM D6272–17 [54]; N.A.: Not available; *: estimated by us. 
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derived from possible imperfections of the specimens. The clamping set-up was the most frequently used; nonetheless, a higher scatter 
of the failure modes (for the same textile type) was observed in contrast with the clevis set-up, as also concluded in [43]. 

Regarding synthetic FRCMs, composites reinforced with p-aramid textiles could obtain UTS higher than 25 MPa with a strain 
capacity (ԑu) of more than 2%. Authors of RILEM TC-250-CSM [22] investigated FRCMs considering uni-directional and quadriaxial 
dried aramid textiles, reporting that the latter composite had higher strength and stiffness but lower deformability. De Santis et al. [45] 
studied the tensile behavior of a cement composite reinforced by coated fabric from glass and aramid yarns in the warp direction and of 
only glass yarns in the weft direction. In [22] and [45], the tensile stress of FRCMs was expressed as the ratio of the measured load to 
the cross-sectional area of the textile (not the whole composite specimens) in order to eliminate the effect of the mortar thickness 
variability. Nonetheless, based on the provided data in the first study, the tensile stress per composite gross cross-section was 
considered, aiming to compare consistently with the results derived from other studies. The differences in tensile strength and Young’s 
modulus between the two calculation methods were clearly significant. 

Mobasher et al. [44] compared the mechanical behavior of pultruded cement boards reinforced with four layers of warp-knitted 
fabrics made of 100% aramid, 100% polypropylene (PP), hybrid textiles from 50% aramid–50% PP, and 100% AR glass. Based on 
the results, the 100% AR glass FRCM proved the lowest resistance (UTS = 6.5 MPa) and strain (ԑu = 1.2%) compared to other fabrics. 
Similarly, Peled et al. [46] developed pultruded cement composites reinforced with three layers of fabrics from the same yarns. 
However, in this research, the 100% PP fabric showed the least tensile resistance (9.2 MPa), almost half of the 100% AR glass. Paul and 
Gettu [47] recently compared FRCM reinforced with AR and coated E-glass textiles in self-compacting matrices, both reaching UTS >
12 MPa. After examining the durability performance of developed FRCMs through aging in hot water immersion, the authors 
concluded that E-glass FRCM with appropriate coating could be a cost-efficient alternative to AR-glass textiles. 

With the purpose of investigating FRCMs with enhanced sustainability performance, Cevallos et al. [48] produced composites 
reinforced with three layers of woven natural-based fabrics (flax and sisal) through the hand lay-up molding technique. The authors 
compared the results of vegetal FRCMs with the counterpart produced with one layer of glass textile. Although the properties of the 
glass textile (tensile strength and modulus) were one order of magnitude higher than the vegetal fabrics, both UTS and ԑu of the vegetal 
FRCMs were significantly higher than those reported for the glass FRCM (at least 2 and 8 times, respectively). Further, the glass FRCMs 
in all previous studies ([44,46,48]) had a rather brittle failure mode (i.e., tensile rupture of the textile in the gauge length) with both 
low deflection and strain at failure. Indeed, textiles with a high modulus of elasticity (like glass) may fail more frequently under textile 
rupture mode rather than pull-out, which is more dominant in the case of vegetal FRCMs. 

Within also the context of vegetal FRCMs, Silva et al. [49] produced five layer-laminated panels from long uni-directional aligned 
sisal fibers (400 mm), reaching UTS of 12 MPa (similar to that achieved in the composites presented in [48]). Fidelis et al. [23] 
experimentally characterized the tensile behavior of the composites reinforced with five layers of the jute fabric, both uncoated and 
coated with the polymer styrene-butadiene, in a low calcium hydroxide (CH) matrix. The composite containing treated fabrics 
(impregnated for 50 minutes in the polymer) led to the highest crack number and smaller spacing, reaching UTS of 7 MPa with a ԑu of 
7%. Ferrara et al. [50] investigated the tensile behavior of uncoated and polymer-coated flax FRCMs (one and two layers) in a 
hydraulic-lime mortar matrix. The authors concluded that the coating strategy adopted, although causing a beneficial effect on the 
tensile behavior of composite (especially with one layer of textile), led to significant variability of the results and diminished the 
sustainability performance of the vegetal FRCMs. In another recent study on the FRCMs with epoxy resin-coated vegetal fabrics (hemp 
and sisal) [24], UTS > 5 MPa (per cross-sectional area of the specimen) with limited strain capacity (ԑu < 3%) were obtained. 

Research on the flexural performance of FRCMs (Table 2) is scarce compared to the studies reporting on direct tensile performance. 
Mobasher et al. [44] studied the flexural performance of the previously mentioned FRCMs and reported that the composites of aramid 
textiles had three times higher MOR than those reinforced with only PP and AR glass. AR-glass FRCMs in quaternary blended cements 
with only 30% PC were recently developed by Alma’aitah and Giassi [51,58] achieving MOR higher than 13 MPa. The authors re-
ported that when the matrix was reinforced with 2% short AR-glass or PVA fibers, the MOR and strain capacity of the developed 
composites reached 20 MPa and 3.5%, respectively. As for sustainable vegetal FRCMs, Silva et al. [49] presented experimental tests in 
which up to 25 MPa of MOR with five layers of long-aligned sisal textile, with notable toughness (22 kJ/m2), were reached. Maj-
storovi’c et al. [52] developed FRCM composites reinforced with 12 layers of flax woven fabric in PC and binary systems matrices 
(Metakaoline by 30%). These authors reported, unlike other studies [53,59–61], that the substitution of supplementary cementitious 
materials (SCMs) could increase the 28-day strength of both the matrix and the composite in comparison to PC samples, and by doing 
so, reaching MOR of 12 MPa in the tested composites. Toledo Filho et al. [53] could produce a sisal FRCM with a MOR of 19 MPa and a 
deflection as high as 50 mm. 

Thus, according to the gathered data on the tensile and flexural mechanical properties of various woven FRCMs (p-aramid, PP, glass 
and vegetal), the following can be concluded:  

• A wide range of mechanical results and heterogeneity of failure modes for specific textile reinforcement have been observed, 
making the comparison exercise non-conclusive. The reason could be the lack of specific and widely held standards for charac-
terizing these materials. During the last decade, just a few recommendations and guidelines (American [62] and European [55]) 
were published for FRCMs, with testing configurations not necessarily equivalent. As mentioned previously, the experimental 
setup, mainly the specimen grip method (clamping or clevis), influences the results, with the clevis method roughly under-
estimating the tensile strength. Indeed, investigations still primarily rely on laboratory trials and empirical approaches, specifically 
in the case of natural FRCMs.  

• The UTS and MOR of composites reinforced with p-aramid textiles were twice higher than the other counterparts, making those 
suitable for structural-oriented applications, mainly retrofitting existing masonry elements (few guidelines were published for this 
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purpose [63,64]). Nonetheless, the economic/environmental impacts of these synthetic reinforcements (mainly p-aramid or car-
bon) pose a challenge and a potential barrier.  

• AR-glass FRCMs emerged as a suitable substitution for energy-intensive and high-cost p-aramid or carbon FRCMs [51], reaching 
UTS and MOR in the range of 8–18 and 15–20 MPa, respectively. However, the toughness and strain capacity of these composites 
were limited.  

• Vegetal textiles could be employed to boost sustainability, toughness (energy absorption), and ductility. Although reaching a lower 
range of UTS (5–12 MPa) than glass FRCMs, the MOR and especially the flexural toughness were superior, making these a proper 
candidate for stand-alone building components with low-intermediate structural responsibility (e.g., building envelopes and 
precast panels) or retrofitting of the built heritage with weak substrate [65]. 

Considering durability (especially in the case of glass and natural-based textiles) and sustainability performances, it is seen 
justifiable to develop more eco-friendly FRCMs by resorting to low carbon matrices (maximum 50% PC) and affordable/easy- 
fabrication textiles. Nonetheless, each FRCM product with a different/innovative mortar or fabric type must undergo the qualifica-
tion procedure (especially for structural purposes) before its transfer to the construction market. 

3. Materials fabrication and testing methods 

3.1. Characterization of laminated FRCM composites 

Light and thin nonwoven fabrics were produced from 100% shredded fibers from textile waste (TW) of fire-proofing T-shirts worn 
by firefighters. This TW fiber, with a length of less than 7 mm, consisted mainly of aramid fibers (93% meta-aramid and 5% p-aramid) 
with 2% antistatic fibers. As shown in Fig. 2a, these meta-aramid recycled fibers were dyed (this is why they had a bluish color instead 
of the typical yellowish color of aramids), which may boost the hydrophobicity behavior. The aramid textile waste (ATW) nonwoven 
fabric (with a thickness of ~1.5 mm and an areal weight of 145–155 g/m2) was produced by carding and needle punching techniques 
by using the DILO OUG-II-6 double needle machine as described elsewhere (Fig. 2c) [66]. The tensile rupture load of the 
needle-punched nonwoven ATW fabric was reported to be around 36 N. 

The laminated compression-mold composite plates of 300 mm × 300 mm × ~ 10 mm were fabricated by stacking the fabric layers 
while simultaneously employing dewatering treatment (adapted from the Hatschek process), as explained in more detail in the pre-
vious work [36]. Briefly, suction was applied to the perforated mold while layers of fabric previously impregnated in the fluid matrix 
(Fig. 2e) were inserted cross-oriented between the thin outer layers of PC paste, CEM I-52.5 R (provided by Cementos Molins, SA) 
mixed with water in an initial ratio of 1.0. After being compressed under the constant pressure of 30 bar (to reduce extra water and the 

Fig. 2. Fabric and composite production: a) Shredded ATW; b) Shredded fashion TW; c) nonwoven ATW fabric; d) nonwoven HTW fabric; e) 
Impregnation of the fabric in the matrix; f) Final laminated plates. 
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porosity), the unmolded plates (Fig. 2f) were cured in 20 ± 1 º C water for 28 days. 
The durability of FRCMs (especially those including natural-based fibers) is still a significant concern; thus, reliable methods must 

be further developed to assess long-term behavior. While most available studies on the durability of FRCMs focused on accelerated 
aging through hot-water immersion, cyclic aging (dry-wet or freeze-thaw) could be more realistic to simulate changing climatic 
conditions (e.g., rain, heat, freeze, temperature changes) [67]. Thus, according to EN 12467 [68], developed composite plates un-
derwent 25 cycles of FT and 25 cycles of DW accelerated aging in the CCI climatic chamber to simulate their long-term performance. 
Each FT cycle lasts 6 hours and consists of a temperature shift from 20 to −20 º C, while each DW cycle entails 6 hours of drying at 60 º 
C with 20% relative humidity followed by 18 hours of immersion in 20 º C water. 

Unaged and aged plates were machined into six specimens (300 mm × ~50 mm × ~10 mm) to determine the tensile and flexural 
load-bearing capacities. A four-point bending (4PB) test was applied with an Incotecnic universal testing machine with a span length of 
270 mm, according to RILEM TFR 1 [69] and TFR 4 [70], while the direct tensile test (gauge length of ~200 mm) with a Metrotec 
universal testing machine (followed the methodology of RILEM TC 232-TDT [55]. Mechanical clamping of grips was applied at the 
clamping wedges of the composite while rubber tabs with ~2 mm thickness and the same width as the specimens were placed at the 
end of coupons to avoid localization of stresses at the load transition region. As mentioned in [57], if the lateral pressure induced by 
clamping grips is appropriate, the slippage of the textile is prevented, and the imposed bending is negligible. For each test configu-
ration, the following parameters were estimated as described in depth in [34]: the breaking stress of the matrix (first crack strength 
from the stress-strain curve) known as the limit of proportionality (LOP) in flexion or bend-over point (BOP) in tension, the maximum 
stress of the composite known as modulus of rupture (MOR) in flexion or ultimate tensile stress (UTS) in tension, the flexural or tensile 
stiffness as the slope of the force-displacement or stress-strain curves in the pre-cracked zone (EF or ET), and the toughness index (IGF or 
IGT) as the specific fracture energy through the area under the force-displacement curve divided by the cross-section. The strain in the 
tensile test was measured based on the global displacement of the crosshead. 

The mix design and sample nomenclature are displayed in Table 3. ATW4 and ATW6 were those composites reinforced with 4 and 6 
layers of TW fabrics from fire-protecting clothes (mainly meta-aramid fibers). Moreover, HTW6 referred to the FRCM plate reinforced 
with six layers of hybrid fabric (65% fashion TW clothes + 35% long flax) based on the previous study (Fig. 2b,d). The recycled short 
fashion TW fibers (majority less than 4 mm) comprised 70% cotton and 30% polyester; thus, the HTW fabric comprised 80% vegetal 
fibers (45% cotton + 35% flax) and 20% polyester. The forced-aged plates had the suffixes DW and FT. 

3.2. Characterization of recycled aramid TW short fibers 

Substituting the partial PC with pozzolans/SCMs could not only improve the cementitious composite’s durability (specifically those 
reinforced with natural-based fibers) by decreasing the matrix’s alkalinity (calcium hydroxide or portlandite) but also lead to the 
production of low carbon cement-based materials as a short-term solution [15,65]. Since the mechanical properties of the fabricated 
composites with 100% PC degraded after DW aging (see Sections 5.1 and 5.2), the behavior of shredded ATW fibers immersed in the PC 
matrix and the blended one with 0–50% SF (provided by Arcillas Refractarias, S.A ARCIRESA, which has more than 93% silica) was 
studied. 

To this end, accelerated DW aging (5 and 10 cycles) was applied to the short fibers impregnated with the blended paste (100% PC, 
90% PC, 70% PC and 50% PC), and the tensile properties of the fiber were assessed. Initially, the fluid pastes (water-to-binder ratio of 

Table 3 
Mix proportions and nomenclature of the samples.  

Sample ATW4 ATW6 HTW6 

Cement [gr] 1100 1300 1300 
Water [gr] 1100 1300 1300 
(w/b)final 0.55 0.55 0.45 
Plate Thickness [mm] 10 12 10  

Fig. 3. a) Test tubes with different pastes; b) Individual fiber observed with a magnifying glass; c) Preparation of the individual fiber at the testing 
machine; (d) TWA fiber under the optical microscope at x100 magnification. 
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2.0) were continuously stirred at a constant speed for seven days to remain in a liquid state all the time (not harden quickly), even after 
aging. Subsequently, the prepared pastes were poured into small tubes (Fig. 3a), and a handful of short fibers were inserted inside prior 
to starting the accelerated aging process. Each DW cycle, lasting seven days, consisted of drying the uncovered tubes (with the fibers 
inside) in the oven at 60 ºC for four days, followed by saturating in 20 ºC water for three days. At the end of the 5 and 10 cycles, ten 
individual fibers from each test tube were collected for the tensile characterization test. The tensile test was carried out using the 
texturometer TA.XTPLUS/30 (Stable Micro Systems), using A/TG-R accessory tensile grip, with a load cell of 5 kg and a 2 mm/min test 
speed according to ASTM C1557–20 [71] (Fig. 3b-d). Using a magnifying glass, the ends of the fibers were adhered with cyanoacrylate 
glue to a plastic strip (mounting tab), while the central part of the fiber was free and straight. Once the samples were placed in the 
tensile grip, the plastic’s edges were cut so that the fibers were released at both ends, thereby the tensile force applied to them directly. 
Further, the intact shredded TW fibers were tested without immersion in the paste. 

The following parameters were assessed based on the tensile test: the tensile strength of the fiber (Ts) by dividing the maximum 
tensile force by the cross-section area (measured by analyzing the image), the modulus of elasticity (Es) from the elastic region where 
the elongation of the fiber is proportionated to the tensile force, and the specific energy, i.e., the amount of energy absorbed by the 
fiber during the test (corresponds to the area under the force-displacement curve divided by fiber area). It should be mentioned that the 
diameter of the ATW fiber, and consequently the area, was measured by placing it in the optical microscope using ToupView software 
(image analysis system combined with a reflected light microscope [66]). 

4. Results and discussion 

4.1. Flexural properties of laminated composites 

The representative flexural curves of unaged samples (ATW4 and ATW6) are shown in Fig. 4a and compared with HTW6. As can be 
observed, all composite plates exhibited deflection-hardening behavior with noticeable deformation through the formation of multiple 
cracks following the linear elastic regime. As a result, the composites could withstand additional stresses beyond the LOP (strength of 
the uncracked zone) due to the interaction between the matrix and nonwoven textiles (during the crack development stage). The 
specimens eventually failed after completing the cracking pattern due to fiber pull-out at the fracture section (in the cracked stage). 
Regarding composites after exposure to DW aging (Fig. 4b), the flexural curves of all samples demonstrated rather a brittle tendency, i. 
e., the deflection capacity of ATW6 and HTW6 were limited to 5 and 25 mm, in comparison to 12 and 35 mm in unaged condition, 
respectively. As for accelerated FT cycles (Fig. 4b), the bending curves were virtually similar to those of unaged ones, showing high 
deflection capacity with failure that happened by the gradual failure of the reinforcing fibers (deflection softening). Thus, the adverse 
effect of DW cycle aging on ductility/toughness was more evident compared to FT aging. 

Fig. 5 gathers all the mechanical parameters from the 4PB test for the studied panels. The HTW6 composite plate proved higher 
values in almost all characteristics than the counterparts with ATW fabrics, although both types of reinforcement enhanced the 
composites’ post-cracking behavior (i.e., MOR/LOP≥1.9). As for unaged composites with six layers of reinforcements, the post- 
cracking parameters of HTW6, i.e., MOR and IGF, were significantly higher than ATW6 (37% and 127%, respectively). Indeed, 
these higher post-cracking parameters were mainly related to higher reinforcement contribution (MOR/LOP ~1.9 for ATW6 and ~2.6 
for HTW6) since the pre-cracking properties of both composites (LOP and EF) were in the same range. This performance proved that 
hybrid fabric (made up of cotton + polyester + flax) was more compatible with the cement matrix, and the penetration of the matrix 
into HTW was better, leading to more homogeneous composites with efficient matrix-fiber adhesion. As reported by Tran. et al. [39], 
hydrophilic fibers form a stronger bond with the matrix in comparison to those hydrophobic. However, it should be noted that since the 

Fig. 4. Representative flexural stress–deflection curves of all composites: (a) unaged; (b) aged.  
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recycled fibers were recovered from finished cloth, there could be differences in the fiber surface hydrophobicity. Indeed, the 
wettability of the fabrics containing cotton and/or flax was higher than those containing mainly aramid, especially the recycled 
meta-aramid fibers in this study, which were dyed and coated, that led to lower wettability. Further, flax fibers (60 mm) in HTW were 
longer than recycled TW fibers and, consequently, the former generated greater adhesion with the matrix due to greater surface area 
[39]. Regarding the number of reinforcement layers, six layers of ATW reinforcement had higher post-cracking properties than four 
layers (12% and 44% for MOR and IGF); a similar trend by increasing the textile layers was reported in other studies [36,50]. 

As can be concluded from Fig. 5, post-cracking values of the composites were evidently reduced after DW aging. i.e., ATW4, ATW6, 
and HTW6 lost MOR by 25%, 16%, and 37% (respectively), whereas those samples’ toughness dropped by 47%, 51%, and 39%. This 
loss in post-cracking parameters indicated that these reinforcements are susceptible to extreme weather conditions due to fiber 
degradation and embrittlement. Indeed, Ca(OH)2 ions from the PC matrix slowly attack the fibers in an unaged state, while repeated 
exposure to DW cycles causes the cement matrix’s capillary pores to alternately fill and empty with alkaline pore water, speeding up 
the attack of the hydration product (mostly portlandite) to the fibers and causing fiber brittleness [72]. Comparing HTW6 and ATW6 in 
DW conditions, the post-cracking parameters of the former decreased more (on average 5%), probably due to a higher amount of 
natural fibers in HTW [73]; however, HTW6-DW still had higher post-crackling values, especially toughness (around three times). 
Regarding the pre-cracking characteristics of the first stage (uncracked zone), LOP and EF in all composites varied by less than 15% 
since the matrix mainly governed those parameters while the DW cycles affected mainly fibers. 

As for FT aging, the MOR dropped by 5%, 1%, and 20% for ATW4, ATW6, and HTW6 (respectively), while the energy absorption 
fell by 16%, 4%, and 23% for those composites. Thus, FT cycles were less devastating for cement composites since the incorporation of 
the fibers enhanced the material’s porosity while giving greater flexibility [38], resulting in the progressive release of the tension of 
water’s expansion during the freezing phase. Regarding pre-cracking parameters, similar to DW aging, these values increased by 15%, 
possibly because of the continual hydration reactions throughout aging. 

Table 4 summarizes the flexural properties of various unaged nonwoven FRCMs (only optimum layers of each composite were 
gathered) in inorganic matrices based on previous studies. As reported, the tensile rupture load of nonwoven fabrics (including flax, 
HTW, and ATW) varied in the range of 4–36 N. On average, the cement-based composites reinforced with flax or HTW (flax + fashion 
TW) fabrics had higher post-cracking parameters (MOR of ~16 MPa and toughness of ~10 kJ/m2) than the ATW counterparts. As 
already explained, flax and fashion TW fibers were more hydrophilic than aramid ones, leading to better bonding and matrix pene-
tration. Further, the existence of long flax fibers positively affected the interface and the behavior of the composite. Hornificated flax 
fibers proved the best performance (MOR of ~20 MPa and toughness of ~12 kJ/m2) since those reinforcements had the highest af-
finity to water due to the removal of hydrophobic compounds from the surface during this physical treatment [74]. In comparison to 
the flexural performance of woven FRCMs (Table 2), the post-cracking parameters of nonwoven fabric composites (100% flax or HTW) 
are comparable to those reinforced with woven fabrics, including 100% PP, 100% AR glass, or vegetal, apart from those including 
p-aramid textiles. Specifically, the toughness (energy absorption) of nonwoven composites is superior to that of the reported AR glass 
composite (with a toughness of 2–4 kJ/m2). Indeed, the correlation between textile strength/modulus and cement composite prop-
erties (i.e., post-cracking parameters) is not necessarily straightforward. The properties of the composite are mainly influenced by the 
geometry and form of the fabric, as well as the bond that develops between the fabric and the cement matrix, and less by fabric 
strength/modulus [75]. Thus, considering the sustainability aspects (economic and environmental), nonwoven fabrics could be 
promising options compared to expensive AR-glass or polymeric textiles. 

Table 5 summarizes the data on the residual flexural properties of accelerated-aged FRCMs, mainly natural-based composites, 
under cyclic conditions. The durability of vegetal FRCMs in both PC and blended matrix under 25–100 DW cycles and hot-water 
immersion was investigated by Toledo Filho et al. [53] and Silva et al. [77]. As observed in the PC matrix composites, there was 
no meaningful difference in post-cracking parameters loss between 25 and 100 DW cycles; MOR and IGF decreased by around 60% and 
98%, respectively. Indeed, after 10 DW cycles, the mineralization and embrittlement of the cellulosic fibers happened, while the main 
mechanical losses occurred during the first 5 DW cycles, as reported by Mohr et al. [78]. Moreover, the toughness (energy absorption) 
was the main parameter adversely influenced by DW aging, reduced by up to 100%, as already concluded in the present study. On the 
other hand, the low calcium hydroxide (CH) matrix treated with 50% SCMs could perform better than the PC matrix after DW aging; 
MOR increased by 30% and toughness reduced by only 25%. Microstructure analysis done in [53,77] confirmed that in the PC 
composite, the fiber-cells were mineralized, possibly due to the high Ca2+ concentration, while the CH-free composite showed no signs 
of fiber deterioration due to much lower Ca2+ concentration inside the fiber-cells. Further, Toledo Filho et al. [72] highlighted that the 
uni-directional long sisal fibers (FRCM) were less adversely affected than short fibers (ECC) due to the lower number of endpoints and 
smaller surface area, which caused the slower penetration of CH to the fibers. 

Regarding the durability of synthetic FRCMs, Yin et al. [79] studied the long-term behavior of ternary matrix reinforced with 
coated two-directional knitted carbon/glass yarns after exposure to various chloride DW and FT cycles. They concluded that the rise in 
chloride DW and FT cycles decreased interfacial bonding strength between the textile and fine mortar, gradually decreasing the pre- 
and post-cracking load capacity (LOP and MOR). As for the aged nonwoven FRCMs, flax composites containing calcium aluminate 
cement matrix treated with 10% MK could maintain the post-cracking performance after 250 DW cycles [59]. Hornificated flax and 
HTW fabrics in the PC matrix lost about 40% of the toughness after 25 DW cycles, while this value was 80% and 50% for the untreated 
falx and ATW composites, respectively [36]. The HTW composite treated with 30% SF could improve the post-cracking performance by 
30% compared to the PC matrix [34]. Furthermore, the loss induced by FT cycles in post-cracking parameters was less than DW 
simulations in all composites (see the percentage change in MOR and IGF in Table 5). 
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4.2. Tensile properties of laminated composites 

Fig. 6 illustrates the tensile representative curves of the nonwoven composite panels. As can be seen, panels in unaged condition 
(specifically those incorporating six layers) presented ductile behavior by forming multiple cracks after the linear elastic regime. Thus, 
after reaching BOP in the elastic zone (resistance of uncracked stage in which the matrix mainly contributes to load-bearing capacity 
and stiffness), the composites could tolerate further loads due to the interaction between the matrix and the nonwoven fabrics in the 
crack development stage (in which both matrix and textile govern the performance). Ultimately, following the development of the 
crack pattern, the specimens experienced failure in the cracked stage (in which the fabric mainly dominates the performance) due to 
fiber pull-out at the fracture section in the middle area of the specimen (Fig. 1f). It should be noted that the fiber pull-out mechanism in 
the developed nonwoven FRCMs was not telescopic since this occurred due to the weak core-to-sleeve interaction within the multi-
filament textile yarns. Indeed, the structure of nonwoven fabrics differs from that of woven multifilament yarns/threads as it is 
produced by entangling the discrete fibers. 

As to DW-aged samples (Fig. 6b), the tensile curves of all composites showed less ductile behavior, i.e., lower strain capacity 
(failure strain capacity for ATW6 and HTW6 reduced by 43% and 57%, respectively). Indeed, bilinear performance was predominant 
in comparison to the ideal trilinear stress-strain behavior (limited cracking zone hardly visible), this probably being due to the 
reinforcement degradation. Other reasons for the lack of cracking formation stage, as reported in [57], could be related to the 
high-resistant mortar matrix, which discourages a uniform distribution of stress along the FRCM system, or the low reinforcement ratio 
of the composite. Further, if the composite only experienced one major crack, the second and third stages are hardly identifiable in the 
stress-strain relationships [45]. Thus, while the experimental expected response is trilinear, distinct/complex behavior may be 
observed due to heterogeneity/various constituent materials [80]. For this reason, the stress-strain relationship of FRCMs could also be 
assumed as bilinear, based on the AC434 recommendation [62]. As for forced FT cycles (Fig. 6b), the curves were relatively similar to 
the unaged ones, showing a more noticeable multiple cracking zone, i.e., after the cracking stress of the matrix, the load increased by 
forming several cracks; thereby, the ultimate failure load is higher than the one associated with the matrix cracking onset. 

The mechanical parameters obtained from the direct tensile test of various nonwoven FRCMs, including unaged/aged ATW (4 and 6 

Fig. 5. Flexural properties of composite panels from 4-point bending test.  
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layers in PC), unaged/aged HTW (6 layers in PC and blended PC-30%SF), and unaged hornificated flax (5 layers in blended PC-10%SF) 
are compared in Fig. 7. Like flexural behavior in unaged conditions, the HTW6 proved a higher value than ATW6 (roughly two times in 
all parameters). However, both types of fabrics effectively enhanced the composites’ post-cracking behavior (UTS/BOP ≥1.9). On 
average, the cement-based composites reinforced with 5–6 layer hornificated flax or HTW fabrics had higher post-cracking parameters 
(with UTS of ~7 MPa and toughness of ≥40 kJ/m2) than the ATW6 counterparts (with UTS of ~3.7 MPa and toughness of ~25 kJ/ 
m2). As explained in the previous section, the higher post-cracking parameters of the HTW and flax composites were related to better 
fabric-matrix compatibility, penetration and bonding. Further, the high-length flax fibers avoided composite strength drop by more 
effective microcrackś arresting [81]. Besides, it should be mentioned that the average value of the cracking strength of the ATW 
composites was inferior to those observed for HTW or flax panels, which may be associated with the higher porosity and/or larger pore 
structure of ATW panels. As Tran et al. explained [14,15], fibers with lower wettability (greater hydrophobicity) may cause the 
formation of larger pores compared to hydrophilic fibers (vegetable ones) since the moisture-retaining capacity of the latter may act as 
a local reservoir, i.e., supplying moisture to the surrounding matrix for further hydration over time, this leading to denser micro-
structure with finer pores. 

Regarding the number of reinforcement layers, similar to flexural performance, the ATW6 composite showed higher post-cracking 
parameters than ATW4 (20% and 100% for unaged IGT and UTS, respectively). Indeed, by increasing the number of reinforcing layers, 
the energy accumulates faster during the multiple-cracking phase, leading to more cracks and toughness [82]. The formation of new 
cracks depended on the ability to transfer stresses throughout the material; thus, more reinforcing layers indicated higher stress 
transfer channels. Similarly, Paul and Gettu [81] noted that glass FRCM with only a single-layer textile demonstrated strain-softening 
behavior while increasing the reinforcement layers to 4–5 enhanced the distributed cracking phase with strain-hardening perfor-
mance. Contrary to the present study, those authors concluded that a higher reinforcement ratio led to lower ultimate strain capacity 
due to the high stiffness of glass textiles. Likewise, Larrinaga et al. [80] reported that by increasing the quantity of textile layers, the 
number of cracks increased while the crack distance diminished. 

After DW aging, UTS of ATW4, ATW6, and HTW6 were reduced by 32%, 29%, and 48%, respectively, while the toughness of those 
samples decreased by 59%, 74%, and 85%. This loss demonstrated that this type of reinforcement, especially HTW, was vulnerable to 
severe weather conditions as a result of the deterioration and brittleness of the fibers. As explained in the previous section, the 
movement of OH- and Ca2+ ions from the cement portlandite to the fibers occurs slowly under a stable environment. Nevertheless, 
subjecting the material to multiple cycles of DW prompts the capillary pores within the cement matrix to alternately fill and empty with 
alkaline pore water, which speeds up the transfer of the hydration product to the fibers, leading to fiber embrittlement. As the HTW 
fabric had a high amount of vegetal fibers (80%), it was more vulnerable concerning ATW, considering cellulose-based fibers dete-
riorate more significantly than synthetic ones. All plates’ pre-cracking properties (BOP and ET) varied less than 10% since those pa-
rameters were mainly affected by the matrix properties (considering the low stiffness and volume fraction of fibers). 

Regarding forced FT cycles, the detrimental impact of this type of aging was comparatively lower than that of DW cycles., especially 
for ATW plates.; the UTS decreased by 6%, 3%, and 30% for ATW4, ATW6, and HTW6 (respectively), while the energy absorption 
reduced by 15%, 39%, and 60% for those plates. Indeed, during FT cycles, the alkalinity of the matrix caused a lower degree of fiber 
degradation when compared to aging resulting from DW, as observed from microstructural analysis in previous research [34]. Finally, 
the values of pre-cracking parameters exhibited a slight increase, which may be attributed to the late hydration of unhydrated cement 
particles through aging. Fig. 8 summarizes the deviations in tensile parameters of 6-layer nonwoven FRCMs (ATW and HTW) after 
cyclic aging to better compare the unaged and aged conditions, obviously observing that the FT cycles had less adverse effect than DW 
cycles. Further, as reported, aged HTW composites treated with 30% SF showed higher post-cracking parameters (45% on average) 
than those aged in the PC matrix [34]. It should be mentioned that no other comprehensive studies, to the authors’ knowledge, were 
found on the tensile performance of cyclic-aged natural-based woven or nonwoven FRCMs. However, few studies have been conducted 
on the cyclic-aged tensile performance of synthetic FRCM, especially with glass textiles. Among those, De Munck et al. [67] reported 
that the UTS of AR glass FRCM after 30 FT cycles reduced by only 4%, while this reduction was 32% and 9% for 80 heat-rain and 5 
heat-cold cycles, respectively, confirming that the FT aging was less aggressive even for synthetic FRCMs. 

Compared to the tensile performance of woven synthetic/vegetal FRCMs (Table 1), the elasticity modulus and UTS of synthetic 
FRCMs (especially those included p-aramid) were significantly higher than nonwoven composites, two orders of magnitude and four 
times, respectively. The UTS of 100% PP, 100% AR glass, or vegetal woven FRCMs could be comparable to nonwoven ones (flax or 
HTW), though the values of formers were around two times higher. The only superior parameter in nonwoven FRCMs was the ultimate 
strain capacity or ductility, especially compared to AR glass composite. The natural woven and nonwoven FRCMs failed from crack 
widening and fiber pull-out, leading to higher flexibility and ductility than glass composites (see Failure modes in Table 1). 

Regarding the two typical configuration tests (4PB and uniaxial tensile) applied on FRCMs, it should be noted that all calculated 
parameters, except the toughness index, had noticeably higher values for the 4PB test, i.e., the first crack strength, the maximum 
strength and the elastic stiffness had averagely higher quantities by 3.2, 3.1, and 74.7 times, respectively. Only the toughness index had 
a considerably higher amount in the direct tensile configuration, up to 4 times. A similar trend was observed in other studies [32,34, 
49], while specifically in [49] the authors highlighted that the saturation crack spacing under flexural loads was twice with respect to 
those under tensile loads. Indeed, the whole cross-section is under tension in direct tensile configuration, while in flexural mode, part 
of the cross-section is under compression, where the matrix performs better. Further, in flexure, the main dominant parameters 
influencing the behavior are delamination, interfacial bond and matrix penetrability, while in tension, textile properties also have a 
pivotal role [44,75]. 
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Table 4 
Data Summary of the unaged flexural properties of 5–6 layer nonwoven FRCMs.  

Nonwoven fabric type (Vf or 
Wf if reported) 

Tensile fabric rupture 
load [N] 

Matrix type Flexural test set-up of composites Composite properties REF 

3PB/ 
4PB 

Specimen 
dimensions [mm] 

Span length 
[mm] 

MOR 
[MPa] 

LOP 
[MPa] 

IGF [kJ/ 
m2] 

E1 F 

[GPa] 
ԑF 

[%] 

Hornificated flax - 6 layers (Wf =

9%) 
16 PC- CEM I 4PB 300× 50 × 10 270 19.8 7.6 12 11.4 8.6 [36] 

Flax - 6 layers (Wf = 13%) 10 15.7 4.4 9.2 7.3 7.0  
HTW - 6 layers (Wf = 5.5%) 4 16.0 6.1 9.8 11.3 6.7  

4 PC- CEM I + 30% SF 14.4 5.3 8.6 10.7 6.9 [34] 
Flax - 5 layers N.A. Calcium aluminate cement 

+ 10% MK 
300× 50 × 12 16.3 8.1 11.1 10.7 8.1 [59] 

ATW - 6 layers (Wf = 11%) 36 PC- CEM I 11.6 6.1 4.3 8.8 2.5 Present 
Study 

Hornificated flax - 6 layers 16 Slaked lime + 20% MK 3PB 150× 50 × 10 120 4.85 3.3 3.2 0.4 9.2 [76]  
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Table 5 
Data Summary of the accelerated cycling aging effect on the flexural properties of the FRCMs.  

Textile type Matrix type Type of accelerated aging test Percentage change in 4PB parameters for aged 
FRCM concerning unaged 

REF 

MOR LOP IGF 

Uni-directional long-aligned sisal - 5 layers (Vf=10%) 100% PC 25 DW cycles -69.9 +8.8 -98.4 [53,77] 
50 DW cycles -71.7 +2.4 -99.5 
75 DW cycles -61.1 +40.7 -98.1 
100 DW cycles -60.1 +44.4 -98.6 

50% PC + 30% MK + 20% calcined waste clay brick 25 DW cycles +10.5 +26.4 -11.2 
50 DW cycles +8.0 +9.3 -17.7 
75 DW cycles +18.3 +52.4 -25.8 
100 DW cycles +29.0 +65.0 -15.7 

Coated bi-directional knitted hybrid carbon/glass 70% PC + 25% FA + 5% SF 90 chloride DW cycles -7.3 -16.2 N.A. [79] 
150 chloride DW cycles -9.4 -44.1 N.A. 
50 chloride FT cycles -0.9 -1.9 N.A. 
90 chloride FT cycles -28.8 -13.8 N.A. 

Flax nonwoven - 5 layers Calcium aluminate cement + 10% MK 250 DW cycles -4 -24 -12 [59] 
Hornificated flax nonwoven- 6 layers (Wf = 9%) 100% PC 25 DW cycles -45 -8 -40 [36] 
Flax nonwoven - 6 layers (Wf = 13%) -50 +18 -82 
HTW nonwoven - 6 layers (Wf = 5.5%) 100% PC 25 DW cycles -37 +2 -39 [34] 

25 FT cycles -20 +3 -23 
PC- CEM I + 30% SF 25 DW cycles -1.5 +10 -6 

25 FT cycles +6 +11 +1 
ATW nonwoven - 6 layers 100% PC 25 DW cycles -16 +14 -51 Present Study 

25 FT cycles -1 +20 -4  
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4.3. Tensile characterization of short aramid TW fibers 

The tensile properties of the recycled aramid TW fiber, both intact (unimmersed) and aged ones (after 5 and 10 DW cycles), are 
gathered in Table 6. Notably, the diameter and area of the single ATW fiber were measured as 15 µm and 176.7 µm2, respectively. The 
intact meta-aramid fiber recovered from TW showed a tensile strength (Ts) of 268.9 MPa and a modulus of elasticity (Es) of 5.2 GPa. 
However, based on the literature, Ts and Es of p-aramid fibers were~3000 MPa and 70–110 Gpa, respectively, with a density of around 
1.4 g/cm3 [12,83]. Therefore, the recycled meta-aramid fiber in the present study had ten times lower mechanical properties than the 
industrial synthetic counterparts. This recycled fiber could be comparable with vegetal fibers (such as flax, hemp, jute, and sisal) with 
Ts in the range of 200–650 MPa and Es of 5–50 GPa [29,84,85]. The recycled Nomex and Kevlar fibers from TW in this study of [14] 
had Ts as 410 and 1460 MPa with Es of 0.9 and 55 GPa, respectively. 

As observed in Table 6, the fibers’ resistance was reduced after aging, especially for those immersed in 100% PC (by 18 and 24% 
after 5 and 10 DW cycles, respectively). Nonetheless, the fibers impregnated with 30–50% SF blended matrices could roughly maintain 
their resistance, i.e., the loss was only by 8% after being subjected to 5 DW cycles and 18% after 10 cycles (see Fig. 9). Indeed, treating 
the PC with a high amount of SF reduced the matrix’s alkali content; therefore, a lesser adverse effect was observed on the fibers’ 
resistance. As for energy absorption variation, the trend was compatible with tensile strength. In other words, immersed fibers in SF- 
treated matrices had almost equal (or even higher) toughness as the intact fiber after five DW cycles (the range varied from 67.9 to 
75.7 J/m2), while the one impregnated with 100% PC had 15% loss respect to intact one. However, the specific energy loss after ten 
DW cycles was roughly significant even for SF-treated matrices (25–38%), with the highest loss for the 100%PC sample (42%). 
Contrary to the previous parameters, the modulus of elasticity of the fibers degraded more significantly after five cycles (27–34%) with 
respect to 10 cycles (19–25%). Further, no evident trend was observed in the fiber stiffness by increasing the amount of SF. Similarly, 
Correia et al. [86] concluded that no linear correlation existed between the elastic modulus of vegetal fibers and the increase in aging 
cycles. Finally, it should be noted that the tensile parameters of fibers presented a relatively high scatter; this can be reasonably 
attributed to the intrinsically irregular morphology (heterogeneity) as well as deriving from recycled substances. A similar noticeable 
dispersion of properties was observed for untreated vegetal fibers [29]. 

5. Conclusions 

To reach sustainable development goals, the circular economy approach based on recycling and reusing is gradually substituting 
the linear economy. In this context, meta-aramid fibers recovered from protective clothing (ATW) were used in this research as 
reinforcement of cement-based matrices, and the tensile and flexural resistance of the resultant fabric-reinforced cementitious matrix 
(FRCM) were characterized after these were exposed to various environmental conditions (unaged, dry-wet and freeze-thaw aged). The 
experimental results were compared with other results obtained from experimental programs on FRCMs reinforced with synthetic 
(aramid, PP, and glass textiles) or vegetal fabrics. The primary outcomes derived from this experimental program and the comparative 
analysis are as follows:  

• The recycled short shredded ATW fiber (mainly composed of meta-aramid) presented tensile strength and modulus of 268.9 MPa 
and 5.2 GPa, respectively, these being comparable to natural-based fibers. These values were significantly less (one order of 
magnitude) than synthetic p-aramid fibers. 

Fig. 6. Representative tensile stress–strain curves of all composites: (a) unaged; (b) aged.  
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• The tensile properties of recycled aramid fibers degraded by forced dry-wet (DW) simulation in the Portland Cement (PC) matrix, 
on average, 20% and 30% after 5 and 10 cycles, respectively. However, treating the matrix with 30–50% silica fume (SF) could 
improve the aged performance by 10%.  

• The composite panels containing ATW nonwoven fabrics showed lower post-cracking mechanical values than other nonwoven 
FRCMs made from 100% flax or hybrid fashion TW (HTW), on average (in flexural and tensile) by 40% in ultimate strength and 
50% in toughness. Vegetal-based nonwoven fabrics had better physical/mechanical compatibility in the matrix (leading to better 
adherence/bonding) as these were more hydrophilic than ATW fibers. Further, long flax fibers (60 mm compared to short 6 mm 
ATW) may lead to stronger fiber anchorage and bonding with the matrix.  

• Accelerated DW aging simulation on the ATW composites degraded the post-cracking properties, especially the toughness index by 
50%, with respect to unaged conditions. This adverse effect could be compensated for nonwoven FRCMs when the matrix was 
treated with pozzolans (i.e., Silica Fume, SF). In this context, HTW composite replacing 30% of cement by SF lost only 20% of 
toughness, while the loss was 60% in PC.  

• The flexural performance of nonwoven 100% flax and HTW FRCMs could be comparable to those woven FRCMs made of 100% PP, 
100% AR glass, or vegetal fabrics. Indeed, the toughness (energy dissipation) and strain capacity of nonwoven FRCMs were more 
than twice that of glass counterparts. Nonetheless, nonwoven FRCMs had substantially lower stiffness and resistance (more than 
70%) than synthetic p-aramid textile composites, thus unsuitable for structural retrofitting applications. 

Thus, the results of this study proved that laminated cement composites reinforced with innovative nonwoven fabrics derived from 
textile waste could be alternative precast panels, mainly for architectural applications. Indeed, using costly and energy-intensive 
synthetic fiber textiles with high stiffness/tensile capacity (such as carbon or p-aramid) for many prefabricated construction com-
ponents (especially under flexural mode), as well as strengthening the weak substrates (e.g., historical monuments) could be deemed 
unnecessary, considering sustainability and possible unexploited of those high capacities [87]. Future studies will be focused on the 
production of TW nonwoven FRCMs with a limited amount of PC (≤50%) in the ternary blended matrix (limestone calcined clay 
cement), as well as analyzing the microstructural behavior (including fiber-matrix interaction and pore structure, similar to the 

Fig. 7. Tensile properties of nonwoven FRCMs (The data of “HTW6- PC+30%SF” and “Hornificated Flax5- PC+10%SF” samples were adapted from 
[34] and [32], respectively, while the latter sample had limited data only in unaged condition). 
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Fig. 8. Effect of accelerated cycling aging on the tensile properties of the nonwoven FRCMs (present study and [34]).  

Table 6 
Tensile properties of ATW shredded fibers at different conditions (coefficients of variance are in parentheses.).  

Samples Tensile strength [MPa] Specific energy [J/m2] Modulus [GPa] 

Unimmersed fiber 268.9 (18) 69.4 (37) 5.2 (34) 
100%PC-5DW 219.6 (34) 59.4 (38) 3.8 (39) 
90%PC-5DW 229.6. (17) 67.9 (39) 3.6 (22) 
70%PC-5DW 246.5 (20) 75.2 (35) 3.4 (23) 
50%PC-5DW 259.1 (19) 75.7 (33) 3.8 (31) 
100%PC-10DW 206.3 (38) 40.1 (41) 3.9 (39) 
90%PC-10DW 216.9 (13) 42.7 (40) 4.1 (24) 
70%PC-10DW 219.1 (15) 45.1 (33) 4.2 (22) 
50%PC-10DW 228.5 (21) 51.6 (41) 4.1 (22)  

Fig. 9. Loss of tensile properties of the aged ATW fiber with respect to the unaged intact fiber.  
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methodology of [15]). Furthermore, the sustainability index of developed FRCM will be assessed by considering the 
economic-environmental-social aspects. 
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